
3 daily data extractions to update the tool.
1. Informations about product (stock, providers, last 

order date…)

2. Stock mouvements
3. Market informations

Datas about shortages are daily updated using 
informations’ providers.

SPD9134
DEVELOPMENT OF A DYNAMIC STOCK 

MANAGEMENT TOOL : "ILIKECOMMANDS"

A dynamic stock management tool with all data needed 
for a stock forecast

Gathering all required data and, reducing the need to
other applications (such as NEWAC© and MAGH2©)

Understanding the mechanism of order suggestions
by displaying characteristics of some sectors (such as
expensive products and chemotherapy)

Improving the management of supply disruptions

Significant time saving along the drug supply chain

What next ? 

How was it done ?

An 
organized 

supply 
chain

A fast response to 
overcome and 
handle sudden 

supply shortages

Huge time 
saving

An optimized and 
secure patient 

care

To provide a unique summary screen

To permit a regular monitoring of
inventory

To prevent sudden shortages and to
reduce the time spent to order

To resolve issues the soonest

Specialties

Stock

Providers

Therapeutic classes

Last order date

Supply disruptions

MarketOrders

Security threshold

Average daily consumption

Average time of 
supply

Delivery estimated time

Thanks to specific formulas and filters, and referring to decision
flowchart, this tool allow highlighting the order quantity threshold.
Moreover it shows us shortages and the solution for it.
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What has been achieved ?

What was done ?

Average Daily Consumption (ADC) =
Consumption over the last 3 month

90 days
Stock days = 

Stock quantity + order quantity

ADC
= 
G

H

= IF(stock quantity + order quantity < security threshold;"Order because 
stock quantity < at the security threshold"; IF(stock quantity + order 
quantity < ATS; "Order to have X days stock"; "Stock OK for X days"))

Why was it done ? 
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Average Time to Supply (ATS : variable X)

Quantity to order = ADC*(average time to supply + develery estimated 
time) + security threshold – stock quantity – order quantity 

= O2 * ($P1$ + M2) + J2 – G2 – H2
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= IF(G2 + H2 < J2;"Order because stock quantity < at the security 
threshold"; IF(G2 + H2 < $P1$; "Order to have X days stock"; "Stock OK 
for X days"))
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=vloockup(A2;'DATAS’ SHORTAGE’…

=vloockup(A2
; 'DATAS’ 

MARKET’…
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